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ABSTRACT
Prokaryotic genomes show a high level of information compaction often with different molecules
transcribed from the same locus. Although antisense RNAs have been relatively well studied, RNAs in
the same strand, internal RNAs (intraRNAs), are still poorly understood. The question of how common is
the translation of overlapping reading frames remains open. We address this question in the model
archaeon Halobacterium salinarum. In the present work we used differential RNA-seq (dRNA-seq) in H.
salinarum NRC-1 to locate intraRNA signals in subsets of internal transcription start sites (iTSS) and
establish the open reading frames associated to them (intraORFs). Using C-terminally flagged proteins,
we experimentally observed isoforms accurately predicted by intraRNA translation for kef1, acs3 and orc4
genes. We also recovered from the literature and mass spectrometry databases several instances of
protein isoforms consistent with intraRNA translation such as the gas vesicle protein gene gvpC1. We
found evidence for intraRNAs in horizontally transferred genes such as the chaperone dnaK and the
aerobic respiration related cydA in both H. salinarum and Escherichia coli. Also, intraRNA translation
evidence in H. salinarum, E. coli and yeast of a universal elongation factor (aEF-2, fusA and eEF-2)
suggests that this is an ancient phenomenon present in all domains of life.
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Introduction

Prokaryotic genomes are compact and considered less complex
than eukaryotic genomes due to their small size, lack of introns,
and shorter intergenic non-coding and regulatory regions.
However, this simplicity has been challenged by the widespread
use of high-resolution transcriptome mapping technologies
[1,2]. Identification of overlapping genomic elements revealed
modular operon organization that allows for conditional co-
modulation of genes in bacteria and archaea [3,4]. Abundant
transcript signals established pervasive transcription as a general
phenomenon, expanding our knowledge on the universe of non-
coding RNAs [5]. Genome-wide mapping of transcription start
sites (TSS) in diverse prokaryotes has confirmed that many of
these signals are not artifacts but bona fide transcripts [6–8].

Most studies that mapped TSS throughout prokaryotic
genomes have used differential RNA-seq technology
(dRNA-seq), where 5ʹ triphosphorylated RNAs are enriched
relative to 5ʹ monophosphorylated RNAs using TEX
(Terminator 5ʹ phosphate dependent exonuclease) [9]. The
use of dRNA-seq has allowed precise TSS mapping for most
annotated coding sequences (CDS), antisense RNAs
(asRNAs) and new intergenic RNAs in bacteria [7,9] and
archaea [8,10]. Interestingly, many TSS inside coding
regions (internal TSS, iTSS) have been mapped, but to

date remain mostly uncharacterized. RNA molecules that
have their transcription starting within CDS regions have
been labeled intraRNAs [11,12].

Many iTSS have been associated withmisannotation of genes,
superimposed adjacent CDS sequences, non-coding RNAs over-
lapping CDS or transcription noise [13]. Medium and large scale
comparative transcriptomics revealed enormous variability in
the number of detected iTSS and although a modest conserva-
tion of iTSS was observed, it is still higher than antisense TSS
[13,14]. Comparative transcriptomics revealed a modest ~ 30%
conservation rate in eight different Shewanella species. However,
analysis of transposon mutant fitness and transcription factor
binding sequence motifs indicated that overlapping transcript
production is probably significant to the proper functioning of
the organism [13]. Nevertheless, the actual production of pro-
teins derived from intraRNAs has been little explored. Coding
potential of intraRNAs have been explicitly suggested in internal
open reading frames (intraORFs) and detection of peptides
attributed to them has been observed in Caulobacter crescentus
[15], Bradyrhizobium japonicum [16] and Shigella flexneri [17].

Archaeal translation of intraRNAs was not yet reported.
Moreover, recent findings that prokaryotes in general have
high fractions of translated leaderless mRNAs [18,19] and
sORFs (small open reading frames) [20,21] make the realiza-
tion of intraRNAs coding potential worth investigating.
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Pervasive translation of intraRNAs would include prokaryotes
into the meaningfulness of protein isoforms debate [22,23].
To investigate intraRNA translation in archaea we used
Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 as model organism.

H. salinarum NRC-1 is a halophilic archaeon that thrives
in 4.3 M NaCl environments and presents a salt-in strategy
for osmoregulation, as well as a highly acidic proteome [24].
Global gene regulatory networks have been studied in this
organism using diverse environmental and genetic perturba-
tions [25], ranking H. salinarum as having one of the most
extensively studied archaeal transcriptomes.

In this work, we performed a global mapping of TSS and
hereby strongly suggest that sense overlapping internal RNAs
can drive the production of protein isoforms. In the next
sections we: (i) define H. salinarum intraRNAs using iTSS;
(ii) define intraORFs using intraRNAs; (iii) establish
intraRNA translation; (iv) explore intraORFs overall sequence
and expression characteristics; (v) suggest a link between
asRNA and intraRNA that informs translation; and (vi) estab-
lish that intraRNA translation is present in highly conserved
genes using Escherichia coli and yeast data. We end by dis-
cussing an alternative biogenesis hypothesis for protein iso-
form production in prokaryotes based on intraRNA
translation.

Results

Internal transcription start sites reveal intraRNA
molecules

TSS mapping was performed using dRNA-seq experiments
with RNA samples from four different conditions to increase
dRNA-seq sampling power: three time points in H. salinarum
NRC-1 growth curve and a reference condition (Fig. S1). From
all 2782 annotated CDS, a primary genuine TSS (gTSS) located
at most 250 bp upstream of their annotated translation initia-
tion sites (TIS) could be mapped for 1307 CDS (47%) at the
statistical significance level of p-value <10−15. From this CDS
sample, 71% presented short (<10 bp) 5ʹ untranslated regions
(UTR), confirmingH. salinarum preference for leaderless tran-
scripts [4]. Additionally, using the same stringent statistical
significance cutoff, 680 TSS were found antisense to annotated
CDS (aTSS) and 300 did not fit into any of the previous
categories (oTSS, ‘orphan’) (Table S1). Gaggle Genome
Browser [26] files were made available at http://labpib.fmrp.
usp.br/~rvencio/intrarna/ facilitate browsing and data-mining.

In the present work we focus on a specific class of mole-
cules, intraRNAs, therefore we narrow down our iTSS search
to those found internally to annotated CDS loci. Not all iTSS
point to clear intraRNA candidates since known confound-
ing issues exist. Evident issues include iTSS that are in fact
gTSS for adjacent sense downstream genes or 5ʹ end genomic
misannotations. Non-trivial instances include potential false
positive artifacts from dRNA-seq protocol or analysis pipe-
line [10]. Therefore, we refined our analysis narrowing down
to 520 iTSS mapped into 392 H. salinarum genes (Tables S2
and S3). To do that, we applied filters excluding iTSS which:
(i) do not pass stringent statistical significance cutoff of
<10−15, (ii) are located too close to CDS’ edges (90 bp or

10% of CDS length margin), or (iii) are upstream of sub-
sequences prone to form structured molecules. The last filter
is used since secondary structures in RNAs can prevent
degradation by TEX and thus, generate dRNA-seq signal
inside genes [10,27]. We computed the minimum free energy
(MFE) of predicted structures on regions downstream of
iTSS and compared them to the same procedure performed
for the whole genome (Fig. S2). The majority of coding genes
containing iTSS (312, 80%) share their locus with a single
overlapping intraRNA and more than three intraRNAs per
gene occurs rarely (Table S3).

Analysis of regions upstream of iTSS and gTSS revealed
known regulatory region features (Fig. 1). The promoter
regions of both TSS classes present an increase in the fre-
quency of nucleotides from BRE/TATA regions [28]. As
expected, gTSS show the highest degree of promoter
sequence conservation, with a clear ATG start codon at
position 0. Another noticeable feature is the frequency of
pyrimidines (C or T) at −1 position, a signature found in
other archaea that seems to be related to the recognition of
the TSS [29,30].

Internal open reading frames (intraORFs) defined by
intraRNAs

To establish internal open reading frames, we sub-selected
those intraRNAs with higher coding potential. We assume
that intraRNAs are long enough to reach stop codons if they
present at least one read among the top 5% longest (>173 nt,
Fig. S3). An intraORF is, by definition, in the same frame as
its cognate ORF, shares the same stop codon, and starts at the
first start codon downstream of an intraRNA’s TSS. This
stringent filter addresses the fact that many non-coding
RNAs generated by pervasive transcription are generally
short and unstable [31]. However, some intraORFs are short
(<173 bp) and have intraRNA reads going full-length from
iTSS to stop codons. These specific cases are considered
potentially protein coding and are not excluded in spite of
the fact that would not pass the aforementioned <173 nt RNA
length filter.

Reading frames other than the cognate protein were not
considered since (i) extensive searches in comprehensive H.
salinarum NRC-1 mass spectrometry databases did not reveal
peptides in different reading frames (Kusselbach & Moritz,
personal communication) and (ii) searches in current NCBI’s
NR protein database using predicted out-of-frame intraORFs
returned few unreliable marginally significant hits.

Finding translation initiation sites (TIS) for usual genes is
challenging but relatively well addressed computationally and
experimentally, contrary to internal/alternative TIS [32,33].
Therefore, we adopted the simplest working definition: the
TIS is located at the nearest ATG or GTG start codon down-
stream of the iTSS. Although archaea and bacteria can use
other alternative start codons [34], these two are by far the
most common so we restricted the putative internal coding
sequences to them. Additional reliability filters were applied:
(i) predicted short polypeptide sequences were excluded (<30
amino acid residues); (ii) 5ʹ intraUTRs longer than 173 nt
were excluded; and (iii) if the 5ʹ intraUTRs are shorter than 10
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nt, only ATG is considered as the start codon since leaderless
transcripts were shown to be ATG-dependent in haloarch-
aea [35].

We were able to associate intraORF sequences to 274 (out
of 520, 51%) intraRNAs (Table S4). Due to gene duplications
and few genes with multiple iTSS, these intraRNAs define 220
putative protein isoforms.

Experimental detection of protein isoforms encoded by
intraORFs in H. salinarum

In order to experimentally validate the production of alter-
native proteins from intraRNAs in vivo, we constructed two
recombinant H. salinarum NRC-1 strains carrying the FLAG
tag at the 3ʹ end of target genes: acs3, which encodes for a
long-chain-fatty-acid CoA ligase; and kef1, which encodes for
a sodium transporter (Table S11). There was no special selec-
tion criteria on signal strength, length, location or sequence
characteristics. The only guideline used was the existence of a
downstream PFAM domain.

As an adaptation to high salinity environments, the H.
salinarum proteome is known to be unusually acidic, with
an average pI of 5.1 [24,36]. Consequently, observed migra-
tion bands of acidic proteins in SDS-PAGE gels are well
known to not correspond directly to their molecular weight
(MW). Fortunately, a carefully devised correction equation
was recently shown to address this long standing problem
[37]. Our main line of argumentation relies on the observa-
tion of protein isoforms with sizes (inferred by MW) quanti-
tatively consistent with translation products from intraRNAs.

A clear TEX+ > TEX- enrichment signal is detected inside
acs3 (TSS_2633_3) along with two clear bands in western blot
(Fig. 2A, Fig. S4). A northern blot assay confirms the exis-
tence of an intraRNA transcript reaching the stop codon (Fig.

S5). The acs3’s intraRNA encodes for an 8.1 kDa isoform
which, after DYKDDDDK FLAG-tag addition and acidic cor-
rection, would migrate as 12.1 kDa, consistent with the smal-
ler band. Acs3 is a 57.0 kDa protein that migrates as 58.0 kDa.
Our intraORF definition considers only ATG and GTG start
codons by default but TTG is known to be rarely used and, if
allowed in this case, would be the first in-frame start codon
predicting a 9.4 kDa isoform which migrates as 13.9 kDa, also
consistent with the experimental result.

The kef1 gene encodes for a 64.8 kDa protein and its
leaderless intraRNA (TSS_9088_3) would produce a 23.4
kDa protein. The two most abundant bands are consistent
with intraRNA translation and Kef1 corrected MW of 31.1
kDa and 67.1 kDa, respectively (Fig. 2B, Fig. S6).

Aiming robustness, we searched published mass spectro-
metry (MS) data for protein experiments that could provide
additional intraRNA translation candidates using an orthogo-
nal line of argumentation. Instead of relying on concordance
between predicted and measured MW of translation products,
we searched H. salinarum MS datasets for tryptic and semi-
tryptic peptides since one would expect intraORF N-termini
to generate different peptide sizes to the overlapping region of
the full-length ORF due to the lack of a protease site at the
N-terminus. We used two large-scale sources: PeptideAtlas
database (www.peptideatlas.org [38]), which accumulated
diverse H. salinarum NRC-1 proteomics data; and a more
recent SWATH (Sequential Window Acquisition of all
Theoretical Fragment Ion Spectra) high-depth data (PRIDE
database accession PXD003667) [39] for H. salinarum R1.

Contrary to bacteria, archaeal prokaryotes do not start
their proteins with N-Formylmethionine (fMet). Moreover,
it is very common to observe the cleavage of initial methio-
nine in H. salinarum [40]. Therefore we searched for confi-
dently identified peptides matching the first semi-tryptic

Figure 1. Sequence composition of regions upstream of genes and intraRNAs.
Logo representation of upstream regions of gTSS (A) and iTSS (B). Relative positions are shown positioning TSS as zero.
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peptide of predicted isoforms, including or not the first amino
acid. Also, the intraORF predicted isoform sequence could
not be preceded by an R or K amino acid residue in its
cognate CDS since it would turn it indistinguishable from a
cognate’s tryptic peptide. We validated five intraORFs using
this approach: ugpB, which encodes for a ABC-type transport
system periplasmic substrate-binding protein; sdhB, which

encodes for a succinate dehydrogenase subunit; ibp, which
encodes for an iron ABC transporter substrate-binding pro-
tein; acs2, which encodes for an acetate CoA ligase; and noxA,
which encodes for a NAD(P)/FAD-dependent oxidoreductase
(Table S11).

The ugpB gene has an intraRNA (TSS_11337_3) that would
encode for a protein which has MLWDSTSNLVSLVAGAK as

Figure 2. intraRNA translation validation.
Western blots for chromosomally tagged acs3 (A), kef1 (B) and orc4 (D). # indicates the full length protein and * the isoform translated from the intraRNA. Panels on
the right (A and B) show the gene organization with PFAM domains, iTSS (green arrow) and the putative start codon for the protein isoform. (C) Aligned reads
coverage along genomic coordinates for TEX+ (dark green) and TEX- (green) (arbitrarily scaled and normalized). Coding sequence is in reverse strand (orange
rectangle, locus ID inside, 5ʹ→3ʹ direction is right to left). Forward and reverse coverage signals are shown above and below horizontal axis respectively. Domain
annotation (blue rectangle), identified iTSS (green triangle), all possible archaeal start codons (green) and stop codon (red) are shown. Predicted TIS is highlighted
(magenta). (D) Western blot of C-terminally FLAG-tagged Orc4 protein (#) and isoform (*).
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its first semi-tryptic peptide. The PeptideAtlas database
returned peptides LWDSTSNLVSLVAGAK (accession ID
PAp00368925) and QAFLTEQAAMLWDSTSNLVSLVAGAK
(PAp00372660) which can be interpreted as a methionine
cleaved observation of the intraRNA translated isoform and
a tryptic peptide obtained from the cognate protein, respec-
tively (Fig. S7). The sdhB gene has an intraRNA (TSS_7794_3)
that would translate a protein isoform consistent with semi-
tryptic and tryptic peptides PAp00371526 and PAp02308521,
respectively (Table S11). The ibp gene presents a putative
intraORF (TSS_7012_3) consistent with semi-tryptic and
tryptic peptides PAp00629266 and PAp02365987, respectively.
The acs2 gene has two close iTSS (TSS_2031_3 and
TSS_2032_3) that specify the same intraORF sequence and
its translation is consistent with the semi-tryptic peptide
PAp02365046. Finally, the noxA gene has an intraORF
(TSS_3496_3) that would translate an isoform for which the
peptide LADSGHDVEIEPFR was found by SWATH in H.
salinarum R1 strain. Its cognate tryptic peptide
PAp00366234 is present only in NRC-1 strain database.

The algorithmic inclusion criteria filtered out <30 amino
acid long isoforms and treated ATG and GTG start codons
equally although ATG is much more frequent. The data
mining validation strategy pointed out potential false negative
examples caused by the unavoidably imperfect intraORF
inclusion criteria: korB, gap and arcD genes. The korB gene
encodes for a pyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase subunit and
shows an intraORF (TSS_7476_3) which would translate a 28
amino acid protein isoform consistent with peptide
PAp02311112. The genes gap (TSS_397_3) and arcD
(TSS_12846_3), which encode for glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase and an arginine/ornithine antiporter, respec-
tively, present peptides consistent with intraRNA translation
if instead of the first start codon (GTG) we choose the second
(ATG). Redefining gap’s intraORF turn it consistent with the
semi-tryptic and overlapping peptides PAp02312588 and
PAp00365226, respectively. Redefining arcD’s intraORF turn
it consistent with PAp00368704 and PAp03629496, overlap-
ping the tryptic peptide PAp05372640.

Taken together, our western blot data and published MS
data present supporting evidence for a total of 10 intraRNA
translation cases. The successful validation effort by western
blot with no extensive trial-and-error candidate sampling is
also considered as reinforcing circumstantial evidence.
Therefore it is assumed for the purpose of the following
descriptive statistics that all listed intraORF sequences have
coding potential in spite of unavoidable false positives. The
additional 220 proteins would represent a modest increase of
8% to the H. salinarum NRC-1 predicted proteome.

Sequence and expression characteristics of intraRNAs and
associated intraORFs

Overall, only 20 (9%) intraRNAs are predicted to be leaderless
transcripts (≤ 10 nt), less than the genome-wide estimate of
71%. The 5ʹ intraUTR length distribution is markedly differ-
ent from the 5ʹ UTR sample for which we obtained gTSS
evidence (Fig. S8). However, if leaderless transcripts are

excluded from the CDS sample, the remaining distribution
becomes similar to the 5ʹ intraUTR length distribution.

Shine-Dalgarno-like (SD-like) signatures GGTG or GGAG
(16S ribosome tail sequence is GATCACCTCCTAA [41,42])
in 5ʹ intraUTRs were found within 20 nt from the TIS in 37
cases (14%) (Table S5). This figure is similar to the estimated
rate of 20% in 5ʹ UTRs from annotated CDS [43,44] and
above the 10% rate found for random 20-mer sequences
inside CDS. Unsupervised search for novel motifs did not
yield any significant pattern (data not shown).

Since intraORFs are subsequences of previously annotated
ORFs, in silico functional annotation relies on the domain
annotation of cognate predicted proteins. Overall, 16% (45
out of 274) of the predicted isoforms overlap hypothetical
proteins, lower than the whole genome frequency of 33%.
We found that 61 (22%) intraORFs encompass 41 known
PFAM domains (Table S6). From these intraORFs, 15 are
multidomain and 46 have a single annotated domain. The
most frequent domains found are the transcription factor
TFIIB repeat domain (PF00382) and the GHKL (Gyrase,
Hsp90, Histidine Kinase, MutL) domain (PF02518). The
most frequent biological process represented by domains
found are signal transduction (GO:0007165) and oxidation-
reduction (GO:0055114) by means of ATP binding
(GO:0005524) and oxidoreductase activity (GO:0016491)
molecular functions.

All 46 mono-domain isoforms putatively translated in H.
salinarum can be found as mono-domain proteins in >10
other organisms, according to the PFAM domain architecture
database [45]. Some mono- or bi-domain isoforms can be
found also as standalone proteins in H. salinarum itself
(Table S6). Examples include the RCK K+ conductance
domain (PF02254 and PF02080 concatenated) which is
found simultaneously in an intraRNA-translated isoform
and in standalone H. salinarum proteins encoded from dis-
tinct loci (Fig. S9). This domain covers essentially the whole
Kef1 protein isoform discussed in the validation section.

Conversely, some domains/motifs that are left out in iso-
forms could also implicate biological features. The main
examples are proteins targeted by the Sec and TAT twin-
arginine protein translocation pathways. Given that almost
all secreted proteins in H. salinarum use these systems to be
exported [46], isoforms that left them out would show very
different qualitative properties. From 103 proteins predicted
to contain such signal peptides [46], 10 had detected
intraRNAs that would leave the export signals out in trans-
lated isoforms (Table S7).

In spite of being the best characterized archaea from the
gene regulatory network point of view [25,47], there is only a
small set of transcription factor (TfbB, TfbD, and TfbG)
binding sites mapped using the ChIP-seq technology [48],
which have the resolution necessary to investigate TF control
of intraRNAs. Only 9 intraRNAs with valid intraORFs are
immediately downstream (<50 bp) to these available TF bind-
ing sites and none of them share the same TF with their
cognate gene (Table S8).

Our dRNA-seq data was obtained sampling different time
points in standard H. salinarum NCR-1 growth curve assays
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to increase sampling power, but it can be break down into
time-series for qualitative differential expression since not all
libraries were sequenced at similar depths. Post-transcrip-
tional and expression regulation controls turn direct infer-
ences of protein-level differential expression based on
transcript-level differential expression not straightforward
[49] but is it still a reasonable and accepted general proxy
for it. Fold-change between stationary phase (37h) and expo-
nential phase (17h) and between gas vesicle release phase
(86h) and exponential phase (17h) were analyzed considering
TEX+ data of intraRNAs for which intraORFs were estab-
lished. A comparison with their respective cognate gene TEX+
signal shows few cases of opposite patterns: cognate up-reg-
ulation and intraRNA down-regulation and vice-versa
(Table S9).

From the set of cognate gene/intraRNAs with opposite
expression patterns, we highlight the gene htr15
(TSS_7082_3), which encodes for a transducer protein. The
detected intraRNA expression is 4-fold up-regulated in sta-
tionary phase relative to exponential phase and 2-fold up-
regulated in gas vesicles release phase relative to exponential
phase, meanwhile htr15 is down-regulated >2-fold at the same
time-points. The existence of ChIP-seq binding sites for tran-
scription factors TfbB and TfbG [48] within 10 bp upstream
of the iTSS and tiling microarray data showing temporal
modulation consistent with our findings validates the
intraRNA expression pattern (Fig. S10). The htr15 gene is
located in the archaellum operon, upstream of the flaD gene.
Literature data on the whole archaellum flaDEFGHIJK gene
cluster indicates that the transcript starting from htr15 locus
covers the downstream gene flaD but not from flaE on [50].
The algorithmic TIS selection always chooses the first ATG or
GTG but individual inspection for this case shows a putative
ribosome binding site downstream of the automatically cho-
sen TIS, located 17 nt upstream of the second potential start
codon: GTGC(. . .)GAGGAGATCGCGACCTCCGTGGAC
(. . .). The established open reading frame could be interpreted
equivalently as a htr15 intraORF or as a flaD uORF (upstream
open reading frame).

Finally, we noticed that although the replicated libraries
taken at the gas vesicles release phase (86h) yielded the least
total amount of sequenced TEX+ reads by a factor of half,
there is a single intraRNA (TSS_13451_3) almost exclusively
identified from this phase: 24 pairs of reads vs just 1 in each of
the other phases. This putative intraRNA is related to an
important H. salinarum gene, gvpC1, which encodes for one
of the gas vesicle structural proteins. Although extensively
studied [51], there are no reports of transcripts equivalent to
the intraRNA found here, probably because growing H. sali-
narum for such relatively long time was not usual until the gas
vesicle release phenomenon was proposed [52]. Secondary
structure prediction with different methods did not show
evidence of structures that would generate dRNA-seq false
positives (data not shown). Also, it is possible to identify: (i)
the general BRE-TATAbox-PPE-TSS layout, as established for
TFB binding in H. salinarum [48], (ii) a pyrimidine at posi-
tion −1 from the iTSS, and (iii) the presence of a SD-like
sequence located 20 nt upstream of the first available ATG
start codon (Fig. S11). This example did not make it into our

stringent intraORF set because there are no paired-end reads
with at least 173 nt (quantile 95% cutoff). However, there are
several reads above a more moderate ad hoc cutoff of 45 nt,
the TEX+ dataset median read length. Almost all reads sur-
pass the putative TIS since the predicted 5ʹ intraUTR is 32 nt.
Interestingly, a western blot experiment published twenty-five
years ago [53] shows two protein bands at the predicted
apparent MW for both GvpC1 and the putative isoform
(Fig. S11). The gvpC1 gene encodes for a 42.4 kDa protein
and, if translated, the intraRNA encodes for a 29.4 kDa iso-
form. Acidic correction places the GvpC1 band at 62.2 kDa
and the isoform at 43.0 kDa, which is consistent with experi-
mental data.

Involvement of asRNAs in translation initiation site
selection

We noticed that there are instances of intraRNAs that are
accompanied by antisense signals (asRNA) for much of their
extension. We evaluated experimentally if such coincidence
would interfere with the translation of a potentially coding
intraRNA. For this purpose we selected the orc4 gene, which
encodes for a cell division protein.

We detected a moderate statistically significant iTSS inside
orc4 locus (TSS_13093_3, p-value = 4.4 · 10−6), a TSS signature
at approximately the same location could be also detected in
tiling microarray data [4]. This iTSS presented no evidence of
being a false positive due to downstream secondary structure
formation (Fig. S12). At the same time, there is a clear aTSS
signal (TSS_11645_3, p-value <10−15) 194 nt downstream of
the iTSS position. Visual inspection of sequenced reads from
this region shows that the asRNA/intraRNA intersection cov-
ers all the intraRNA fraction (Fig. S13). In the aTSS vicinity
(forward strand, antisense to orc4) there is a set of reads in the
TEX- dataset that vanishes in the TEX+ dataset (Fig. S14).
Among the longest reads for the intraRNA, there is a rela-
tively abrupt termination pattern. These evidences lead us to
speculate that there is some sort of asRNA mediated tran-
script processing of the intraRNA. Since this putative proces-
sing site is located near a GTG codon (Fig. 1C, position
291,623 reverse strand) in-frame with orc4, we hypothesize
that the asRNA guide the TIS selection skipping all other in-
frame initiation codons that would define longer intraORFs.
To test this hypothesis we constructed a recombinant H.
salinarum NRC-1 strain carrying the FLAG tag at the 3ʹ end
of orc4 gene and performed western blot assays on tricine-
SDS-PAGE gels to improve discriminatory resolution on low
MW proteins.

Orc4 is a 45.6 kDa protein which migrates as having
apparent MW of 53.7 kDa after addition of FLAG-tag residues
(DYKDDDDK) and acidity correction. The protein isoform
expected by the aforementioned hypothesis is 9.1 kDa and is
predicted to migrate as 13.0 kDa after corrections. The experi-
mental data is consistent with the prediction (Fig. 2C).
Predictions using the next upstream (GTG) or downstream
(ATG) neighbor frequent start codons would result in bands
at 16.0 kDa and 10.9 kDa apparent MW, respectively, less
consistent with the western blot result. Additional experi-
ments to confirm and eventually elucidate the mechanistic
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details of the proposed asRNA involvement in isoform trans-
lation are the next logical step of this work.

Isoform translation from intraRNAs is an ancient
phenomenon

In order to gain some insight on how ancient is the translation of
intraRNAs, we focus on fusA, which encodes for the translational
elongation factor 2, a universal protein probably present in the Last
Universal Common Ancestor (LUCA) [54,55]. This elongation
factor has homologues in all three domains of life: EF-G in bac-
teria, eEF-2 in eukaryotes and aEF-2 in archaea and is composed of
five domains, a GTPase domain and domains II to V [45].

Contrary to eukaryotes, it is not commonly expected from
bacteria or archaea to generate protein diversity by translating
alternative isoforms from RNA which share the same genomic
locus. Mass spectrometry data-mining revealed a semi-tryptic
peptide mapping to H. salinarum aEF-2 consistent with a
moderate statistically significant intraRNA TEX+ > TEX- sig-
nal (TSS_10415_3, p-value = 4.4 · 10−5). The dRNA-seq analysis
method estimated an uncertainty of 3 bp on the TSS position
which turns it compatible with an ATG start codon and
explains the moderate statistical support. This zero-length 5ʹ
UTR putative intraRNA would translate a protein for which
both tryptic and semi-tryptic peptides are available in
PeptideAtlas: PAp02311109 and PAp00628707, respectively
(Table S11). This intraRNA would code for a 19.0 kDa protein
that contains the aEF-2’s domain V (PF00679) and a part of
domain IV (PF03764). When it was first characterized thirty
years ago, this protein presented at least two putative isoforms
in SDS-PAGE purification gels [56] but the absence of MW
markers hindered isoform identification. IntraRNAs upstream
of aEF-2’s domain IV and V were detected by our re-analysis of
publicly available dRNA-seq data for several archaea:Haloferax
volcanii (TSS_004167, p-value <10−15), Methanocaldococcus
jannaschii (TSS_007660, p-value = 8.2 · 10−4), Thermococcus
kodakarensis (TSS_005251, p-value = 8.6 · 10−5) and
Thermococcus onnurineus (TSS_005310, p-value = 6.5 · 10−6)
(Table S10). We speculate that these other organisms may also
have a similar isoform translated.

It is no novelty that eukaryotes produce protein diversity
by translating alternatively spliced mRNA isoforms. For
meaningful comparisons we chose Saccharomyces cerevisiae
since it has no introns in its eEF-2 coding gene. We analyzed
yeast’s public RNA-seq dataset that presents the highest cov-
erage available (Jan/2018) in SRA database [57]
(PRJNA408327). The most frequent 5ʹ end from reads aligned
inside EFT2 locus (which encodes for eEF-2) identifies an
intraRNA and corresponding intraORF that contains the
elongation factor IV and V domains (Fig. S15). Other longer
intraRNAs corresponding to the next two RNA-seq peaks
could also be translated, predicting isoforms of 24.9 kDa,
53.7 kDa and 67.1 kDa, respectively. Efforts to crystallize
eEF-2 (predicted MW of 93.2 kDa) fifteen years ago showed
isoforms of ~25 kDa, ~55 kDa, and ~70 kDa, regarded then as
undesirable byproducts from the main ~94 kDa protein [58]
(Fig. S15).

We found similar intraRNA translation evidence for aEF-2’s
bacterial homolog EF-G (fusA gene, locus b3340) in E. coli K-12.

For that, we took advantage of the well established RegulonDB
[59] since this database includes TSS and promoters datasets. The
database registers a putative intraRNA (TSS_3889 cluster) that
would translate a 30.1 kDa product starting at an ATG codon 6
nt downstream of the iTSS, with predicted pI of 5.79 and acidity-
correct apparent MW of 32.7 kDa. We searched the two-dimen-
sional gel electrophoresis image database SWISS-2DPAGE [61]
for duplicated EF-G spots placed in accordance with the isoform
prediction and retrieved the spot ID 2D-001WR8 (32.1 kDa, pI
5.78). Efforts to purify E. coli EF-G forty-five years ago revealed
two isoforms [62] thatwerewashed away in successive purification
rounds. This isoform contains the elongation factor domains IV
andV (Fig. S16). IntraRNAs upstreamof EF-G’s domain IV andV
could be detected by our re-analysis of publicly available long-
reads RNA-seq data or TAP-treated RNA-seq data in two addi-
tional bacteria: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae and Listeria mono-
cytogenes (Fig. S17).

Taken together, these results allow us to speculate that
intraRNA translation is an ancient phenomenon, perhaps
present since the LUCA.

Isoform translation from intraRNAs is present in
horizontally acquired genes

We note that the extensively studied gene dnaK, which encodes
for molecular chaperone DnaK (aka Hsp70), also presents a
putative intraRNA that would translate observed isoforms in
archaea and bacteria. The presence of dnaK in archaeal genomes
is not always verified, in remarkable contrast with all bacteria
and eukaryotes [63,64]. It was proposed that dnaK and its
companion co-chaperones, dnaJ and grpE, were acquired by
Halobacteriales from bacteria, lost and reacquired [65,66].

Our H. salinarum dRNA-seq data shows an intraRNA
(TSS_6356_3) inside dnaK with borderline characteristics
that did not grant it membership in our stringent intraORF
set but for which translation evidence is available (p-
value = 2.2 · 10−10, maximum read length 156 nt). Searches
on PeptideAtlas MS database retrieve the semi-tryptic peptide
PAp02314977 and its correspondent tryptic cognate peptide
PAp00368901 (Table S11). This tryptic peptide is indistin-
guishable from a putative semi-tryptic that did not cleave
the N-terminal methionine since arginine is the previous
amino acid residue. A DnaK 311 amino acid long protein
isoform (318 N-terminal amino acids left out) would have
pI 3.57 and 32.9 kDa MW, and is predicted to migrate as a
45.2 kDa band in gels due to its acidic characteristics. DnaK
itself has MW of 67.4 kDa, from which its alias Hsp70 was
historically coined, but is predicted to migrate as 88.9 kDa in
gels. A western blot performed seventeen years ago to study a
nucleoside diphosphate kinase [67] also shows a clear ~45
kDa band with the same expression patterns of the DnaK
band [68] (Fig. S18). The absence of secondary structure
upstream of the iTSS accessed with several prediction meth-
ods (data not shown) and the presence of a strong SD-like
ribosome binding site 21 nt upstream of the first available
ATG start codon (Fig. S18) indicate that this intraRNA trans-
lates a DnaK isoform.

In bacteria, from which archaea probably acquired dnaK,
we were able to see a similar phenomenon searching on
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RegulonDB [59] for iTSS and SWISS-2DPAGE [61] for
2Dgel/MS data. In E. coli there is an iTSS (TSS_31 cluster)
inside dnaK CDS (locus b0014) which defines an intraORF
that has no 5ʹ UTR, starts from an ATG codon and would
translate a 37.0 kDa MW isoform with pI of 4.84. Searches on
2D-gel images for duplicated DnaK spots with the acidity-
corrected apparent MWs of 78.1 kDa and 42.6 kDa, corre-
sponding respectively to the full-length protein and its puta-
tive isoform, retrieved a gel (ECOLI4-5, spots 2D-001HF6 and
2D-001HIJ) consistent with the predictions (Fig. S19B).

Such kind of conservation allow us to predict that
intraRNA translation in a given organism may be present by
extrapolation of observations made in other organisms. As an
example we highlight the cydA gene, which encodes for the
cytochrome bd ubiquinol oxidase subunit I, and was probably
acquired from bacteria along with other aerobic respiration
genes [69]. We found that in E. coli this gene presents an iTSS
(TSS_873, locus b0733) for a putative intraRNA that, if trans-
lated using the first available ATG start codon 29 nt down-
stream, would produce a 43.9 kDa isoform of the 58.2 kDa
CydA cognate protein. Mass spectrometry identification of
spots in 2D gels of cytoplasmic membranes performed ten
years ago [70] showed CydA (among others) spots with
observed MW incompatible with full-length protein but con-
sistent with isoform. Contrary to previous examples, this
protein is not highly acidic and do not meet the criteria for
MW correction. It was reported a 44.0 kDa CydA spot, con-
sistent with isoform predicted MW. A similar iTSS pattern is
found in H. salinarum in which there is a clear TEX+ >TEX-
signal in both cydA1 and cydA2 (TSS_10696_3 and
TSS_13533_3, respectively). Interestingly, high-throughput
sequencing of asRNAs that are in a double-stranded form
with their cognate mRNAs (dsRNA-seq) in E. coli [71] reveals
a moderate interaction signal in the region upstream of the
iTSS (Fig. S20). Although there are no dsRNA-seq data avail-
able for H. salinarum, our dRNA-seq data shows a clear aTSS
signal in an equivalent region which is differentially expressed
along the growth curve (Fig. S21). These conserved features
seem to have withstood the horizontal transference between
both domains of life. In light of a strong RBS signature 16 nt
upstream of an ATG start codon, we predict that the
intraRNA translation in H. salinarum would also be con-
served. We speculate that the intraRNA could be somehow
bypassing the asRNA mediated putative regulation of cydA by
translating an isoform containing 86% of CydA’s PF01654
protein domain.

Taken together, these results allow us to infer that
intraRNA translation is present in genes transferred horizon-
tally among bacteria and archaea, in spite of differences in
transcription and translation molecular machinery.

Discussion

In this work, we propose that internal RNAs overlapping coding
sequences can drive the production of protein isoforms in
archaea. In vivo detection of the full length and smaller protein
isoform reinforces the ‘hidden’ protein repertoire derived from
intraRNAs. In summary, we verified the intraRNA translation

phenomenon, with varying evidence strengths, for 17 genes in
organisms from all three domains of life (Table S11).

IntraRNAs translation as an alternative hypothesis to
proteolysis

Post-translational processing is the most common hypothesis
for prokaryote isoform biogenesis but we argue that intraRNA
translation should also be considered. It is becoming unusual
practice nowadays to publish whole protein gels, where
unspecific, proteolysis derived, unexpected MW or inexplic-
able bands commonly appear. It is interesting to note that
high-throughput genome wide datasets can now help explain
some of these features that could be valuable experimental
resources to be reused.

For instance, several ‘outliers’ 2D-gel spots increased their
intensities when H. volcanii was cultivated with a proteasome-
specific inhibitor [72] emphasizing the role of regulated pro-
teolysis on central functions of the cell. Some of the spots with
unexpected MW and pI pairs are consistent with intraRNA
translation such as: hmgB, which encodes for hydroxymethyl-
glutaryl-CoA synthase (locus HVO_2419); and tef1a1, which
encodes for elongation factor 1-alpha/Tu (locus HVO_0359).
Our re-analysis of H. volcanii dRNA-Seq data shows an iTSS
inside hmgB gene locus (TSS_026134) that would translate a
predicted 11.0 kDa isoform (14.7 kDa corrected MW) con-
sistent with the 15 kDa observed isoform. Analogously, tef1a1
(TSS_004261) would translate a predicted 17.6 kDa isoform
(19.9 kDa corrected MW) consistent with the 20 kDa
observed isoform spot (Table S10).

The H. salinarum R1 2D-gel database HaloLex [73] has
several ‘outliers’ spots, with MW and pI inconsistent with
fingerprint peptides extracted from them. Also, sometimes
the low number of fingerprint peptide matches put into ques-
tion the identification. Both features would be explained by
isoforms or proteolysis. We observed that intraRNA transla-
tion is consistent with some of such discrepant spots. For
example, the gel G839 showed at least 3 outliers, citB, cxp,
and rpoB2; that would be consistent with the overall experi-
ment under the intraRNA translation biogenesis hypothesis
(Fig. S22). Interestingly, rpoB2, which encodes for the RNA
polymerase subunit B’’, is currently misannotated as a pseu-
dogene due to an early stop codon which is actually the
separation between subunits B’’ and H, the upstream CDS
(protein P0CX06) [74]. The true rpoB2 TSS was detected by
our dRNA-Seq analysis as an iTSS (TSS_10473_3) inside the
longer misannotated CDS and the ‘isoform’ has pI and MW
values consistent with the true RpoB2 (Fig. S22).

We speculate that plenty of overlooked 2D-gel spots accu-
mulated in the literature over the years could be explained by
intraRNA translation instead of proteolysis.

Potential roles of intraRNA derived protein isoform

There is still much to be debated concerning the relevance or
functionality of intraRNAs and their translated product. Also,
there is a controversy of whether protein isoforms themselves
are indeed functionally relevant [22,23]. However, as it has
been found for sORFs or ncRNAs, intraRNAs encoded
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isoforms might present fine tuning regulatory roles that are
yet to be discovered. It is also possible that the isoform itself
does not play a role as protein but, similarly to what is known
for uORF products [20,75], its translation process could reg-
ulate a downstream gene translation via ribosome interference
if the intraRNA is part of a polycistronic transcriptional unit.
In this scenario, it would be conceptually appropriate to
rethink an intraORF as an uORF of the following gene.
Sequencing technologies that can read >1kb nt would be
able to sort out RNA isoforms and address these issues.

Evidently a protein which has one out of two domains
excluded would function differently. Even small differences
in crucial N-terminal parts such as export signals could make
qualitative differences due to localization. The gas vesicle
structural protein GvpC1, mentioned as one validation exam-
ple, showed evidence of an isoform in whole lysate cells but
not in purified gas vesicles (Fig. S11).

From the protein point of view, given an isoform, it seems
unlikely that the biogenesis route (intraRNA, proteolysis or
2nd ribosome binding site) matters. Conversely, from a reg-
ulatory perspective, it would be probably important to dis-
criminate between the cases. Our data on differential
expression considered only four conditions, which is still
limited compared to the compendium accumulated over the
years using microarrays [25] or tiling arrays [4], none of
which have the spatial resolution necessary to pinpoint
intraRNA regulation deconvoluted from the cognate gene.
Even though, some differential modulation between both
overlapping transcripts was inferred in this work.
Sequencing technologies that can read uninterrupted mole-
cules could, as some sort of high-throughput version of north-
ern blots, discriminate RNA isoform by length and follow
unconverted differential expression on different contexts.

IntraRNA translation in conserved proteins

The indicative that intraRNAs can produce alternative pro-
teins and it is probably an ancient phenomenon reinforces the
modular nature of protein domains [76–78]. We demon-
strated the plausibility of such idea by showing examples of
3 genes conserved in many organisms, fusA, dnaK and cydA;
that seem to produce isoforms from intraRNAs.

The existence of multiple promoter regions inside coding
sequences, together with the modular evolution of proteins
could contribute to the existence of protein domains being
transcribed and translated independently, even after fusion
processes to compose multidomain proteins [76,78]. The fact
that many intraORFs identified in H. salinarum are also
found as independent stand-alone putative proteins in other
organisms is taken as evidence of such modularity. Detailed
research would be necessary to assert if the intraRNA is prior
to the dismantling of a cognate gene in modular blocks or if
blocks were assembled taking the original promoter regions to
the new fused coding sequence and thus creating an
intraRNA.

In conclusion, recapitulating the phenomenon of
intraRNA translation in archaea, bacteria and eukaryotes,
we close the gap and establish its ubiquitousness in all
three domains of life.

Caveats and limitations

This work makes use of reasonable implicit and explicit
assumptions that need to be acknowledged. Moreover, there
are technical limitations that still preclude indisputable evi-
dence and should be diligently addressed in future research.
Ideally, mutagenesis perturbations that stop transcription
leading to disappearing protein traces would better establish
intraRNA translation. Aware that ‘correlation does not imply
causation’ (cum hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy), we explicitly
assume causality if a protein is found with the properties
(molecular weight or semi-tryptic peptide) predicted by an
RNA molecule (lex parsimoniae principle).

Connected to the fundamental explicit assumption, there
are three important implicit assumptions derived from tech-
nical limitations: (i) sequenced reads length; (ii) acidity cor-
rection and (iii) methionine cleavage. Almost all validation
cases we presented based on semi-tryptic peptide finding were
matches without the first (methionine) amino acid. Therefore
it is assumed implicitly that these proteins had their
N-terminal methionine cleaved and the mature form was
recorded in the database, not being a degradative proteolysis
event. All validation cases based on protein gels were acidity-
corrected [37] implicitly assuming that the equation is uni-
versally applicable and grounded on the fact that the known
full-length protein MWs were properly adjusted. Finally, the
current generation sequencing platforms allows, even with the
paired-end improvement, a limited coverage of RNA lengths.
It is rare to be able to observe a full-length transcript so we
implicitly assume that if a given intraRNA candidate presents
reads that extend near the maximum capacity provided by the
technology, then it would go full-length if not censored.
Moreover, it is implicitly assumed that the intraRNA full-
length contains a stop codon. This could be a source of false
positives on our intraORFs list regarding coding potential.
The lack of trial-and-error rounds on our western blot valida-
tion efforts (3 out of 3 chosen) suggests that the aforemen-
tioned assumption is reasonable. The small total number of
intraORFs found relative to the whole genome CDS number
can be seen as an indication that most intraRNAs are likely
non-coding instead of indication of our selection stringency.

We cannot completely rule out that the smaller proteins
can be the result of protein cleavage/degradation. In this
scenario, we are not able to explain such coincident coupling
between transcriptional and post-translational processes in
general since we understand that such correlations could
hardly be obtained by chance alone.

The most competitive scenario against the intraRNA trans-
lation hypothesis is the alternative/secondary ribosome bind-
ing site (RBS) usage. In the absence of point-wise mutagenesis
experiments, the observables from intraRNA translation or
internal RBS usage would be the same if the iTSS is a false
positive created by a secondary structure on TEX+ libraries.
This could be a source of false positives on our intraORFs list
in spite of our stringent cutoffs on iTSS definition. Future
work on computational/experimental RNA structuromics [79]
can better evaluate putative iTSS to discriminate both cases
since it is not expected that large-scale synonymous mutations
efforts to shoot down intraRNAs can be practically
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undertaken. We implicitly assume that ‘in all other things
being equal’ intraRNA translation is favorable to RBS usage
on grounds of parsimony principle.

In order to mitigate unavoidable false positive cases, we
applied a stringent set of inclusion rules on our intraRNA and
intraORF lists. Moreover, to mitigate false negative cases we
made available all data, computer code and visualization tools
at http://labpib.fmrp.usp.br/~rvencio/intrarna/ to allow alter-
native re-analysis with less or more stringent criteria.

Materials and methods

Strains, media and growth conditions

Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 were grown in complex
media (CM) (250 g/L NaCl, 20 g/L MgSO4, 2 g/L KCl, 3 g/L
Sodium citrate, 10 g/L bacteriological peptone (Oxoid)) at 37°
C, under light and constant agitation of 125 rpm. Samples
were taken at 3 different time points in a growth curve:
middle of exponential phase (17h, OD600 ~ 0.3, aka early-log
phase [4]), end of stationary phase (37h, OD600 ~ 0.5, aka
mid-log phase) and gas vesicles release phase (86h, OD600 ~
1.1, aka late-log phase) (Fig. S1). Reference samples were
cultured under standard growth conditions (37ºC, 225 rpm,
constant light) and sampled at mid-log phase (OD600 ~
0.5) [80].

dRNA-seq library preparation and sequencing

Total RNA extraction was performed using mirVana miRNA
isolation kit (Ambion) from biological duplicates. DNA con-
tamination was removed with treatment with Turbo DNAse
(Ambion) and verified by PCR. dRNA-seq was performed as
described in a previous study [9]. Briefly, TEX+ sample was
treated with TEX (Epicentre TER51020) and TEX- was incu-
bated only with buffer at 30°C for 60 min and purified with
RNeasy MinElute Cleanup (Qiagen). Samples were treated
with TAP (Epicentre), purified and quantified by Quant-iT
RiboGreen RNA Assay (Invitrogen). For strand specific
dRNA-seq library preparation, TruSeq Small RNA Sample
Preparation (Illumina) was used as described in [81].
Sequencing was performed using MiSeq Reagent v2 300
cycles. The raw sequencing data is available at the NCBI
SRA database under the accession ID: SRP137801.

Sequencing data analysis of genome-wide datasets

We developed a semi-automatic protocol to process RNA-seq
data, available at https://github.com/alanlorenzetti/frtc/.
Libraries were downloaded from NCBI Sequence Read
Archive (SRA) [82] and converted to FASTQ format using
either SRAdb v1.40.0 [83] or fastq-dump v2.8.2 [82]. We
preprocessed paired-end and single-end libraries using
Trimmomatic v0.36 [84] in order to trim known adapters
and/or low quality ends. Reads were trimmed to the end if
the mean Phred of a four nucleotide sliding window was less
than 30 and only reads satisfying the minimum length of 20

nucleotides were allowed to survive. Reads surviving as a pair
were aligned to reference genomes in a paired-end fashion
using HISAT2 v2.1.0 [85], suppressing alignments resulting in
fragments longer than 1000 nucleotides. Orphan R1 and R2
sequences from paired-end libraries and those coming from
single-end runs were aligned using the single-end mode. We
allowed the program to report multi-mappers aligning up to
1000 times and required it to suppress spliced, soft-clipped,
gapped, discordant and mixed alignments. The output SAM
files were converted to BAM using SAMtools v1.3.1 [86] and
input in MMR [87] to find the most likely position for each
multi-mapper. Briefly, the software computes the genome-
wide coverage considering only uniquely aligned reads, and
then assign a unique position to each multi-mapper based on
its potential of reducing the local variance of coverage. Paired-
end alignments adjusted by MMR may lack conformity if the
fragments are too small and/or the reads align entirely to
direct repeats, so we removed these particular cases to avoid
uncertainty. Genome-wide coverage was computed for every
library by deepTools v2.5.3 [88], taking into consideration the
extension of entire fragments for paired-end alignments and
the fact that orphan R2 reads align to the opposite strand of
the real RNA fragment. Furthermore, we used bedtools
v2.2.26 [89] to compute 5ʹ and 3ʹ profiles for each library,
employing the aligned R1 and R2 reads, respectively, once
more taking into consideration the orientation of reads in
relation to the original RNA fragment in the sample. Data
visualization was performed using IGV v2.4.6 [90] and Gaggle
Genome Browser [26]. Additionally to Halobacterium sali-
narum, this genome-wide dataset analysis was performed
for: Haloferax volcanii DS2 (PRJNA324298) [8],
Methanocaldococcus jannaschii DSM 2661 (PRJNA342613)
[91], Thermococcus kodakarensis KOD1 (PRJNA242777) [10]
and Thermococcus onnurineus NA1 (PRJNA339284) [92]
(Table S10).

Sequencing data analysis of partial datasets (gene-
centric)

Analyses of specific gene transcription using regular RNA-seq
were performed using straightforward BLAST searches at SRA
databases (aka SRA BLAST) using NCBI’s web interface. Gene
full-length sequences were used as query sequence and tran-
scriptome sequencing datasets as search database.
Discontiguous megablast algorithm with default parameters
was used except the number of target sequences retrieved,
which was set to the maximum allowed 20,000, to retrieve
as much aligned reads as possible. Quantitative information
regarding the number of reads aligning at each position, for
coverage or simple histogram (counts) was extracted from
BLAST outputs with simple R parsers. This gene-centric ana-
lysis was performed for: fusA gene in Mycoplasma hyopneu-
moniae 7448 (PRJNA255516), Listeria monocytogenes EGD-e
(PRJNA151809), Escherichia coli K-12 (PRJNA348358); EFT2
gene in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (PRJNA408327); and dnaK
gene in Escherichia coli K-12 (DRP003075).
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Transcription start site detection

TSS were identified from dRNA-Seq experiments using
TSSAR java client version 1457945232 [93]. For iTSS, gTSS
detection and UTR length estimation p-value < 10−15 was
used as statistical significance cutoff, with a minimum of 4
reads per position and the grouping of TSS with a distance of
at least 5 nt. Other less stringent p-values were considered in a
case-by-case basis for few relevant genes depending on aux-
iliary additional evidence but never > 10−3. Multiple test
adjustments were not used.

Filtering iTSS in Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1

H. salinarum NRC-1 annotation from RefSeq database,
updated in 2017 according to the Prokaryotic Genome
Annotation Pipeline [94] was used as reference (Table S1).
Additionally, curated H. salinarum R1 annotation from
HaloLex database [95] was considered when RefSeq CDS
were missing. iTSS located within 90 bp or 10% of CDS’
annotated edges were disregarded as intraRNA’s TSS and
filtered out in next steps to avoid simple downstream gene
promoters. Potentially structured regions were filtered out by
calculating folding minimum free energy (MFE) along the
whole genome sequence. A sliding window tiled the genome
on several sub-sequences of size 25 + 1 + 25 = 51 with an
offset of 10 nt (thus 41 nt superposition between adjacent sub-
sequences). All sub-sequences were subjected to secondary
structure prediction using RNAfold v2.0.5 [96] with default
parameters. The distribution of MFE obtained for the tiled
genome was compared with the distribution obtained for only
sub-sequences immediately downstream of iTSS. The 33.3%
quantile in the whole-genome MFE distribution was arbitra-
rily chosen as cutoff for potentially forming structures and
thus putative false positive iTSS.

Chromosomal tagging and western blot

FLAG epitope was inserted at the 3ʹ end of genes kef1
(VNG_RS07995/VNG2068C), acs3 (VNG_RS05220/
VNG1339C), and orc4 (VNG_RS11810/VNG6363G) as
described in [97] using the modular vector pHSal-S [98].
Oligonucleotides used for cloning:

VNG2068-F1: CGCGGAATTCACCGTTCACAGCGGCG
AC,

VNG2068-R1: CTACTTGTCGTCATCGTCTTTGTAGTC
CCCGTCGTCGGGGTG,

VNG2068-F2: GACGATGACGACAAGTAGTCGCGCCC
GCTCACT,

VNG2068-R2: AGCTAAGCTTTGGCGGCGCGTGGCAG
CG,

VNG1339-F1: AGCTGAATTCGGATCGACGCCCGCAT
CG,

VNG1339-R1: CTACTTGTCGTCATCGTCTTTGTAGTC
GTCCTCGTCGGGGAC,

VNG1339-F2: GACGATGACGACAAGTGACCCGGCGC
GACCCGC,

VNG1339-R2: CGCGAAGCTTGTGGCGAGTCACCTCC
ATCTC,

VNG6363-F1: AGCTGAATTCGGCGTCCTTTCCGAGG
AC,

VNG6363-R1: TTACTTGTCGTCATCGTCTTTGTAGTC
CTCGCGAGTCCAGTC,

VNG6363-F2: GACGATGACGACAAGTAATGACCCCT
ACTATTG,

VNG6363-R2: AGCTAAGCTTGACGAACTGCAGGCGG
GC.

Recombinant strains were verified by sequencing and
grown in CM supplemented with uracil. Cell pellets were
lysed in triple lysis buffer (TrisHCl 10mM pH 8.0, NaCl
50mM, Triton X-100 1%, SDS 0.1%, sodium deoxilate 6nM)
and protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma Aldrich), incubated on
ice for 20 min, and sonicated. After centrifugation at 13,500
rpm at 4°C, the supernatant was collected and quantified by
Bradford assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Samples were
denatured at 95°C for 10 min, run in tricine-SDS-PAGE 15%
and transferred to 0.2 µm nitrocellulose membrane (GE
Healthcare) (Tris 24.7 mM, glycine 192 mM, ethanol
18.46%) at 80 V for 1h. Membranes were blocked in non-fat
milk 5% in TBS-Tween 0.1% and incubated with monoclonal
antibody anti-FLAG conjugated to HRP (Sigma A8592)
diluted 1:1000 in TBS-T for 1h. Membranes were washed 5
times with TBS-T and detection was performed by ECL (GE
Healthcare Bio-Sciences). Images were acquired in Bio-Rad
ChemiDoc Imaging System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules,
CA). Parent H. salinarum NRC-1 strain without the FLAG-
tag was included in an auxiliary blot to demonstrate that the
antibody binds specifically to the FLAG-tag (data not shown).

Protein molecular weight and semi-tryptic analysis

Protein validation was based on MW accurate estimation
or semi-tryptic peptide identification. Apparent MW due
to differential migration of acidic protein was calculated
by the equations Mc = M + ΔM(M, s) and ΔM(M, s) =
n(s) · (276.5· k(s)/n(s) – 31.33), where: M is the predicted
protein MW; Mc is the apparent MW after correction; n
(s) is the number of amino acid residues and k(s) is the
number of glutamic acid (E) or aspartic acid (D) amino
acid residues in the protein sequence s [37]. However,
ΔM(M, s) = 0 if k(s)/n(s) < 0.114 or if k(s)/n(s) > 0.511,
i.e., there is no correction. When necessary, the appro-
priate flag mass and amino acid sequence were included.
In the case of FLAG-tag constructs created for this work,
the sequence is DYKDDDDK. Semi-tryptic peptides, i.e.
sequences with arginine (R) or lysine (K) as their last
C-terminal amino acid residue but not at N-terminal,
were searched in PeptideAtlas curated database (www.
peptideatlas.org) against the latest public H. salinarum
NRC-1 build (2014–11) [38] and against H. salinarum
R1 SWATH data (PRIDE ID PXD003667) [39]. Two
semi-tryptic peptides variations were considered, full pep-
tides and methionine cleaved peptides (thus missing first
M residue). Putative intraRNA translation products that
were indistinguishable from tryptic peptide versions (M
preceded by R or K) were not considered valid since they
could be generated from cognate protein by technical
trypsin cuts.
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